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Subject: STAFF REPORT ADDENDUM for Th21a 
 Appeal Number A-3-SCO-10-033 (Arthur SFD) 

The purpose of this addendum is to modify the staff report for the above-referenced item. Specifically, 
in the time since the staff report was distributed, two points have been clarified based on submittals by 
the Applicant and by the Appellant regarding the appeal contention related to the number of stories. The 
first clarification is that the proposed residential structure does not include a story on top of a story on 
top of a story for a portion of the project near the rear of the garage, as indicated in the distributed staff 
report. Although the plans that were part of the County’s action (and attached as exhibits to the staff 
report) appeared to demonstrate this phenomenon, the Applicant’s more recently submitted oblique 
simulation of the elevation of the structure shows that the area in question is actually a ‘void space’ 
between the garage and the topmost story, with the topmost story cantilevered out over this void area 
(see attached).  

The second clarification is that the LCP’s definitions section includes a definition of “first story”, and 
this definition affects the way in which the number of stories is understood in an LCP context. LCP 
Section 13.10.700-S states: 

Story, First. The lowest story in a building which qualifies as a story, as defined herein, except 
that a floor level in a building having only one floor level shall be classified as a first story, 
provided such floor level is not more than 4 feet below grade, as defined herein, for more than 
50 percent of the total perimeter, or not more than 8 feet below grade, as defined herein, at any 
point. 

Thus, the LCP establishes a clear framework for identifying the first story, including that the first story 
is the lowest story of a building. As applied, different elements of projects are first determined to be 
stories or not, and then qualifying stories are numbered. If the lowest qualifying story is the first story, 
then the next higher story, even in a stepped application, cannot also qualify as the first story. In that 
situation, the next higher story would be the second story, and then the third, fourth, fifth, etc. Thus, the 
staff report discussion on how stories are calculated needs to be slightly modified, and it appears that the 
County’s (and the Commission’s, albeit more limited) general past practice has not been entirely on 
point in relation to the LCP’s story definitions.  

As applied to this appeal case, it means that the Applicant’s design (as clarified – see attached), does not 
constitute three stories per the County’s general past practice (only counted as consecutive stories if atop 
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one another in cross-section), but it does count as three stories per the LCP’s definitions section. Thus, 
consistent with the conclusion in the distributed staff report, the proposed project includes three stories. 
The LCP limits the number of stories in single-family residential projects to two. Even so, staff 
continues to believe, as indicated in the distributed staff report, that the proposed project would not 
result in significant public viewshed impacts, and that the number of stories in this case does not rise to 
the level of a substantial issue. 

To address this additional clarifying information that has been submitted, the staff report dated prepared 
November 17, 2011 is modified as shown below (where applicable, text in underline format indicates 
text to be added, and text in strikethrough format indicates text to be deleted): 

1. Add the following text on staff report page 14 after the definition of “Mezzanine” as follows:  

The LCP also provides a definition for a first story, as follows: 

Story, First. The lowest story in a building which qualifies as a story, as defined herein, except 
that a floor level in a building having only one floor level shall be classified as a first story, 
provided such floor level is not more than 4 feet below grade, as defined herein, for more than 
50 percent of the total perimeter, or not more than 8 feet below grade, as defined herein, at any 
point. 

2. Revise the following text on staff report pages 14-15 as follows: 

Thus, although the definition of stories and first story seems relatively clear, the way in which it does 
not provide detail on how stories should be counted on sloping sites like the one in question in this 
appeal has been subject to some debate. Historically, the County’s general practice (and the 
Commission’s own practice on appeal in recent Santa Cruz County cases)13 has been to base story count 
on the number of stories in relation to one another in cross-section view. Specifically, those portions of a 
house with different stories stacked atop one another (e.g., as seen in a cross section) are counted 
separately (as first, second, third, etc), but portions of a house with different stories not stacked atop one 
another (e.g., as is often the case on sloping sites) are not.  

For non-sloping sites, this “in practice” story count methodology is fairly clear and obvious, but for 
sloping sites it can be confusing because houses that “step” down sloped sites can present as three-story 
(or more) structures as seen from certain views (e.g., looking towards the slope), but these haven’t 
always historically been counted as three stories because there are no sections of the house in cross-
section with a story on top of a story on top of a story. The County landscape includes many examples 
of such stepped single-family residential development that may appear in some views as greater than 
two stories but that were may have been counted as two stories based on the cross-section methodology 
(see pages 19-21 of Exhibit 3A for photos provided by the Applicant of stepped residential structures 
                                                 
13

 For example, appeals A-3-SCO-08-010 (Vaden SFD) in 2008 and 2009 and A-3-SCO-09-019 (Lloyd SFD) in 2009. 
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located on sloped properties in Santa Cruz County). Of course, taken to the extreme, such LCP 
interpretation of stories could lead to development considered to be one-story but that extended in many, 
many steps (e.g., even 5, 6, 7 steps) up a slope, thus presenting as a much more massive structure. 

The alternate LCP interpretation is that the lowest portion of a house constituting a story per the LCP 
definition is called the first story, the next lowest portion the second story, and so on. Under this 
alternate interpretation, story counts would be about the same as the first methodology above for most 
relatively flat sites, but they would increase substantially per the alternate interpretation on sloped sites, 
like the subject site. Although the County may have generally historically applied the first methodology 
in practice, it is this alternate LCP interpretation that makes better sense in terms of the LCP definitions. 
These definitions establish a clear framework for identifying the first story, including that the first story 
is the lowest story of a building. As applied, different elements of projects are first determined to be 
stories or not, and then qualifying stories are numbered. If the lowest qualifying story is the first story, 
then the next higher story, even in a stepped application, cannot also qualify as the first story. In that 
situation, the next higher story would be the second story, and then the third, fourth, fifth, etc. 

In the case of the County-approved residence, the property slopes gently uphill from Oakhill Road 
toward the coastal bluff edge. The proposed project includes a garage that is mostly offset from the rest 
of the SFD’s living space. The garage meets the definition of story per the LCP,14 as do the two 
different levels of living space. The offset garage is at a lower grade than the two stories of living space 
that constitute the remainder of the house (see pages 15-17 of Exhibit 7). Using the cross-section 
methodology described above, the house would be mostly two stories considered a two-story residence 
because there are no sections of the house in cross-section with a story on top of a story on top of a 
story. Although the portion of the structure near the rear of the garage appears to meet this criteria in 
cross-section (see Exhibit 7 pages 15-16), there is actually a “void” space between the garage and the 
second level of living space (i.e., the rear wall of the garage is located forward of the wall of the first 
level of living space, and the kitchen that is located on the upper level of the living space is cantilevered 
over this area). Although the cantilevered upper living space level is above the garage, there is air space 
between the top of the garage and the kitchen (see Exhibit 8). but a portion of the house would be three 
stories at the point where there are two living space stories above the rear portion of the garage (see 
Exhibit 7 pages 15-16); this area accounts for about 1/5 of the proposed house. Thus, the cross-section 
methodology applied by the County in its approval identifies the proposed project as a two-story 
residential project. Using the alternate methodology that is more consistent with the LCP’s definitions, 
the house would be considered a three-story house. This is (because the garage, as the lowest qualifying 
story, would be the first story per the LCP’s definition of first story. , tThe first level of living space also 
constitutes a story, and, because it is higher than the garage story, it is counted as the second story. 
Finally, and the upper floor level of living space is higher still and also a story, and thus is counted as 
the third story). As a result, in either case using this LCP definition methodology, the County-approved 
project is a three-story residence, which is not consistent with the LCP because the LCP limits single-
                                                 
14

  Although partially below grade, the garage does not qualify as a basement per the LCP because it does not meet the 50% and 20% 
criteria. As a result, the garage is a story per the LCP definition. 
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family residential development at this location to 2 stories maximum. 

3. Revise the following text on staff report page 16 as follows: 

…On the issue of the number of stories, even though the project includes three-story single-family 
residential development (under any LCP interpretation), the three stories in this case do not result in 
significant public view impacts and thus there are no significant coastal resources affected by the 
decision. … 

4. Add the attached oblique elevation view of the proposed residence as staff report Exhibit 8. 

 






















































